Create
Outstanding
Learning
Experiences
with

CloudShare
Virtual Training

Why limit your training
capabilities when you can
have it all with CloudShare?
With CloudShare, you provide students and employees with the
most engaging virtual classroom training experience available -for any class size, in any environment, and with unsurpassed ease
and speed.
Whatever mix of training or events you use, CloudShare lets you
minimize staff, scale as needed, and offer your participants flexible,
one-click access to classes anywhere in the world, on-demand:

Instructor-Led Training.
Engaging virtual classes for any number
of students

Self-Paced Training.
Courses that run themselves.

SaaS Training.
Full-featured training for solutions on
commodity clouds

Technical Certifications.
Virtual labs for certification and accreditation

Events.
Fully-scalable training solutions for conventions
and large gatherings
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Easily Train on
the Cloud
Provide all of your training
transparently on CloudShare -whether your product is built
on-premise or on a commodity
cloud, like Google Cloud Platform,
Azure or Amazon Web Services.

Students access training on the cloud, directly and seamlessly
from your virtual classroom
Automatic handling of cloud configuration for a class, from setup
to teardown
Tight user and machine controls, detailed usage stats, and more
Fully segregated environments for each participant
Hybrid classes that combine your on-premises and commodity
cloud-based machines
Use the flexibility and power of data centers that circle the globe
Instantly benefit from evolving features of your chosen cloud
platform

Stay Ahead of
Your Training
Demands
Enjoy the real-time features
and significant cost benefits
that virtual training in the cloud
provides -- and be ready to meet
future demands -- without the
need to re-invent your current
offerings.

Ready-made personal environments, provided automatically for
each student
Provide instant access to classrooms from anywhere 24×7 using
our global data centers
Build classes once and save their environments as templates for
instant reuse or tailoring, anytime
Scale transparently to any number of participants, no matter how
big or complicated your environments
Import your existing virtual machines to build custom labs on the
cloud, no matter how complex
Use your current IT architecture -- no re-architecture needed
Conduct as many classes as you need, simultaneously
Give students self-serve options, so they can learn on their own
schedules
Easily replicate any lab environment or networking configuration to
provide real-world scenarios for learning and practice
Easily customize and brand your classes
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Experience
Today’s Most
Advanced
Virtual
Classrooms
CloudShare’s intuitive UI and
industry-leading capabilities
provide the highest level of
classroom experience available
today.

Students spin up their personal labs instantly, with one click
from any web browser
Enable instructor supervision over an entire class from a
single screen
Use your commodity cloud platform together with CloudShare
and benefit from the strengths and functionalities of both
View live thumbnails of each student’s environment, supervise
with real-time over-the-shoulder monitoring and assist with zoomin remote control whenever needed
Ensure teaching integrity with individual isolated environments
that provide total work privacy
Total personalization -- each class can include all the required
materials and be structured exactly the way you like
Broadcast a student's virtual machine to an entire class
Initiate live personal chats between trainees and instructors,
as well as full class chats
Effortlessly create multi-step lessons that move students
through different environments, without the need to create
separate classes
Flexible participant access via RDP Console or SSH, without
need for a dedicated client or plugin
Offer students complete flexibility for self-paced learning, at
their convenience
Prevent delays with full connectivity testing and automatic
screen resolution adjustment before a class
Support multiple languages, including English, French, German,
Japanese and Chinese
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Control and
Manage
Classes with
Total Flexibility
CloudShare provides the
industry’s most comprehensive
toolset for control and
management of all your virtual
training in the cloud.

Automate and
Seamlessly
Integrate Your
Training
Streamline costly administration
and integrate CloudShare with
other training productivity tools
-- in the cloud or on-premise -- to
leverage your existing staff and
infrastructure.

Easily schedule classes and send standard or customized trainee
invitations with a single click
Built-in dashboards and analytics make it easy to understand
environment usage, track costs per class and compare class-toclass performance
Meet peak demand requirements with agility, and without paying
for idle infrastructure during slower periods
Control costs with intelligent auto-suspend and delete capabilities,
shutting down environments and removing resources when they’re
not in use

Easily integrate with any LMS
Use our robust REST APIs and pre-built Zapier interface to work
transparently with your other training tools
Eliminate redundant tasks and save time with automatic user and
environment provisioning at any scale
Reduce direct costs by automating course administration
processes -- from sending invitations, to tracking responses, to
measuring work performed
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About CloudShare
As the leading supplier of virtual IT environments in the
cloud, CloudShare provides its clients with specialized
solutions designed to meet a wide variety of business
needs — including lab environments for virtual training,
development and testing, and sales demos and PoCs. All
CloudShare environments are completely customizable
and offer on-demand access to infrastructure resources
such as servers, storage, networks and software.
To learn more about how CloudShare’s advanced lab
solutions can benefit your business, visit us at
www.cloudshare.com.
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